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Patrice Balvay is a French artist who lives and works in le Havre. He draws on a large scale so 
as to use his whole body and to immerse the viewer. During his five week residency at Tokyo 
Wonder Site, funded by the GIP Le Havre 2017 (Groupement d’Intérêt Public Le Havre 2017), 
he created sixteen large drawings. Their format (2 x 1.1meters) corresponds to the width 
of the paper roll selected and to the height of the wall on which the sheet is pinned. 
Each drawing is the transcript of a particular walk. Japan, a country renowned for 
its drawings, was an obvious choice of destination. He chose Tokyo for its size and vastness.

More informations about the residency program on goo.gl/LSNXxG et goo.gl/DP9p6w

Drawing by Walking, TWS Residency

Drawing by Walking, TWS Residency D.b.W. XIV - Kamakura Engakuji

D.b.W VII - Kamakura Hokokuji



 

Patrice Balvay describes his residency between May and June 2016 as follows:
« The alternation between walking and drawing, like the two different parts of one breath, 
is the central idea of this project. Maps of different areas of Tokyo, bought near Nihonbashi, 
allowed me to precisely locate each street where I found myself and so to wander without 
getting lost. In each neighborhood I walked till exhaustion, noting on the map what I saw, 
what I was thinking. I memorised the arrangements of lines, relationships between colours.
The next day, in the workshop of Sumida-ku, I released the memory and my impressions onto 
the paper. The starting point of a drawing is often a simple gesture. Once the line is thrown 
onto the paper, I try to maintain the necessity of the line and to make it as alive as possible. 
I choose a pressure between the paper and the pencil which prevents me from fully 
controlling the drawing, and so I feel that my hand is following more than guiding.
Each time the pencil lead sticks, deviates or is squashed, the line starts up again. 
The impact of the pencil on the paper, which can even go as far as perforating it or 
breaking the pencil lead, both causes and reflects the intense emotion which runs through 
me as I draw. By combining these provoked accidents, the drawing is almost created not 
on purpose. I often only stopped drawing at nightfall when I could no longer see anything.
The spirituality encountered in the temples of Engakuji and Kenchoji marked me deeply. 
The walks in Kamakura and its surroundings inspired me as much as the variety of districts 
in Tokyo and these two places sometimes unwittingly overlapped in the same drawing. 
I had a very physical relationship with the city and the landscape. »

In Japan, Patrice Balvay drew as though walking, with a predefined frame in time and space. 
Thus the movement of the body and its duration determined the very shape of his drawings. 
Patrice Balvay used these constraints as a means of attaining true freedom.
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Drawing by Walking X - Shibuyaku Drawing by Walking XIII - Shinjuku

Drawing by Walking XV - Kamakura - HasederaDrawing by Walking XVI - Sumidaku
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